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Can’t Look Away
Author: Donna Cooner
Call No.: Y COO
Torrey Grey is a famous YouTube
personality who gives out fashion and
beauty advice to her thousands of
viewers. When her sister is killed in an
accident, the online community leaves
nasty comments and blames her for
using her sister’s death to gain more
popularity. As a result, Torrey finds
herself evaluating just how important
her online status is to her.
All Rights Reserved, Point, 2014.
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Don’t You Dare
Read T his,
Mrs. Dunphrey

Author: Amy Fellner Dominy
Call No.: Y DOM

Author: Margaret Peterson Haddix
Call No.: Y HAD

Tatum and Lori have been best friends
all their lives. But Tatum starts to feel
alone when Lori gets together with
the new boy, Michael. Can Tatum
support Lori in her relationship when
she and Michael are competing for
the same position in the school band?
Will things ever be the same again
between the two best friends?

16-year-old Tish Bonner is not your
average teenager. Left to fend for
herself and her brother when her
abusive father and mother walked out
on them, she has no one to confide
in... until she has to keep a diary for
English class. When the teacher
promises not to read entries labelled
with “Do not read”, Tish finally finds a
way to vent her frustrations and
emotions on paper.

All Rights Reserved, Walker & Co., 2012.
(This book is also available on eReads at
www.nlb.gov.sg.)
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